Office of Community Affairs to remain open

By Kathy McGlynn

On February 20, President Charles Shain informed Mrs. Thelma Waterman — Director of the Office of Community Affairs — that it appeared that the doors of the Office of Community Affairs would be closed by the end of the academic year. Upon receiving word of this action, varied concerned members of the college community and the outside community decided to indicate their disapproval of this action by holding an open hearing. An ad hoc committee was quickly set up and arrangements were made. On the evening of February 28, a week from yesterday, the opening hearing was held in the upper lounge of Crozier-Williams.

The attendance at the hearing was quite impressive. Well over 200 people came to show their support of the Office of Community Affairs and their respect for Mrs. Thelma Waterman. The assembly was a motley of students, faculty, administrators, and citizens from surrounding communities. Lewis Cornelius and Mrs. Elizabeth Hamilton of the Drop-In Learning Center, along with Wayne Gibbons — a student here at Conn acting as coordinators for the hearing that ensued. All persons were invited to air their views for the sake of convenience all speeches were limited to three minutes.

Mrs. Hamilton began by describing the events leading up to the actual hearing. The meeting of Thelma Waterman with President Shain on the 20th of February; a general meeting called on the 21st by Mrs. Hamilton attended by 45-65 representatives of area social service agencies to discuss the action taken by President Shain and finally the formation of an ad hoc committee made up of black students from Conn to make plans for the hearing. She ended her speech with an emotional charge question — "Will You Allow The Office Of Community Affairs To Be Abolished?"

Wayne Gibbons, followed a discussion of the format for the hearing by Lewis Cornellius proceeded to make a few preliminary remarks. Gibbon proceeded to emphasize the implications of the closing of the Community Affairs office, "we have to face a whole policy of social cutbacks," "today the Office of Community Affairs and tomorrow maybe your social agencies."

The first speaker from the floor was Jim Jones of the Model Cities Program. Jones expressed his opinion that the office of Community Affairs was a vital link between the community of New London and the college that had helped break own the "school on the hill" image. He reminded the college of its responsibility to the community and the danger of closing down such an agency as the Office of Community Affairs.

The next speaker following Jones was Mr. Bill Cibes, the Director of the Urban Studies Program, who proceeded to indicate the "academic function" fulfilled by the Office of Community Affairs. The Office serves the function of channeling students from Conn into various community programs related to their fields of interest. Mr. Cibes concluded by pointing out that if the Office was shut down the students of this college would be greatly disadvantaged.

Anita Seibert the Director of SACO, the Spanish-American Cultural Organization, presented the views of community. In her estimation the office functioned as "the light in the dark." It offered a practical means of communication between the community and the college. The shutdown of the agency would only succeed in isolating the student from the community wherein "classroom lectures could be reinforced with active participation in a vehicle of life." Kim Hawley, an Urban Studies major at Conn offered her opinion of the value of the Office of Community Affairs to the students of Conn College. She proceeded to describe her personal experience with the Office and how the office had aided her in obtaining a position in a community agency. Miss Hawley insisted that not only was the office of great help to urban studies majors or sociology majors but was "beneficial to anyone who wants to do something for somebody else."

Jay Levin also made a few remarks to the crowd. He offered the comment that "Governor Meskill and the State of Connecticut is never going to deal with the problems of the community." He suggests that the members of the Connecticut College community "should not feel that they should forget the problems of community affairs." Many other concerned persons spoke out — members of AFro-Aim, as well as heads of various community agencies — and they reiterated the views expressed by the above-mentioned speakers. They indicated the importance of the office and of Mrs. Waterman and criticized the actions taken by the college. That all they urged that President Shain reconsider his decision.

The final speaker of the evening was none other than President Shain himself, who proceeded to reverse his original decision. The President began by quoting the following, "I don't make many mistakes but when I make them, they're huge!" He proceeded to outline the reasons for his initial decision. He indicated that the major reason for the decision was the loss of revenues supporting the office that had been derived from (Continued On Page 13)

Kane resigns position

By Carol Bowman

Last Thursday, March 1st, Donald Kane resigned as editor-in-chief of Pundit. After a long session of the Editorial Board it was decided that it was best for him to resign at this time. Donald was appointed Editor at the beginning of the semester to replace the vacancy left by Brian Axelrod, who is spending a semester in England.

Many factors led to this decision as indicated in his column elsewhere in this issue. It was no longer possible for the
On irrationality

In the most recent segment of "All in the Family" Archie and Mike argued with one another over their personal summation of an event which had occurred earlier in the evening. Quite obviously both interpretations were well distorted by the personal bias of both Archie and Mike—so distorted by irrationality and emotionality that the viewing audience could not determine what really had happened.

A week ago yesterday this same sort of irrationality and emotionalism pervaded the upper lounge of Crotzer-Williams during an open hearing concerning the closure of the Office of Community Affairs. The crowd that gathered there were obviously greatly upset by the action taken by the President of this college. They were justified in their concern that they felt to be very beneficial to the community and to the college suddenly faced extinction. However, their emotionalism was carried far—to such a degree that issues were distorted. In fact, the open hearing to determine the reasons why the Office of Community Affairs should survive became an open field day to launch vituperative attacks against President Charles Shain and the college he represents.

The members of the community of New London who volunteered to express their views in public proceedings to indicate their belief that this college "on the hill" is an institution well capable of disseminating more culture than it presently does into the area beyond the walls. They further proffered the view that Connecticut College was solely responsible for any isolation that might have previously existed before the office of Community Affairs was opened and that might exist if the office is closed.

In a like manner, the members of Afro-Am, obviously upset over the dismissal of Thelma Waterman, proceeded to denounce President Shain as a racist unresponsive to the plight of the black community on this campus. They further proceeded to consider the closing of the office of Community Affairs as an indication of a deep-rooted racism pervading this campus.

Any person who was not a member of the black community of Connecticut College or a citizen of the community beyond the walls of this college might have wondered at what the purpose of the meeting was. Issues such as the Nixon administration's cut of federal funds supporting such social agencies as the Office of Community Affairs and the projected $144,000 overall budget deficit of this college for this fiscal year were lightly dealt with. The actual value of the agency to the community and to the college in concrete terms was often obscured by the campaign to denounce Conn. College-Charles Shain that ensued.

Although the cause supported by the gathered assembly was a deserving one, the tactics employed to indicate support were unjustified and unnecessary. The participants for the most part were over-reacting and simply venting their anger on the most convenient object available namely Shain. Although at the end of the meeting, President Shain announced the formation of an Office of Community Affairs and Mrs. Waterman for at least another year, the participants in the hearing should not consider the hearing a victory. It is unfortunate that perhaps in the future some other group with a grievance will use this as a precedent and resort to misdirected attacks to achieve their personal aims.

All the justifiable grievances in the world can only be tamed by an irrationality and emotionality that only serve to alienate potential supporters and most regretfully of all only succeed in dishonoring the cause itself.
No grade distributions in course guide

By Bernale Zeiltch

The student course guide committee has dropped its press for last semester's grade distributions, Pat Whittaker disclosed this week. The co-chairman said the issue had come to be a "sensitive area" and "one the administration's suggestion, we decided not to ask for it."

Last week, College Registrar Robert L. Rhyne told FUNDIT that his office would withhold course grade distributions, and that the administrative staff "supported" his view, "I interpret such a release as a violation of the privacy of the faculty concerned," he said.

Letters to the Editor continued

We want to express our continued appreciation to all the Conn students and faculty who have been so positive in their representation of Conn to friends and to campus visitors, and hope many of you will have a chance to visit your former high school to talk with students and counselors about Conn during the forthcoming vacation.

Director of Admissions

Jean Hersey

To the editor:

One point of good journalism includes the signature on all letters to the editor. Names may be withheld on request, but this fact must be noted at the end of the letter. The letter beginning "I have come to your attention" ends with no signature nor notation.

Who is C. S. '76 who wrote the letter beginning, "It is really too bad certain candidates ...? I suggest C. S. have the courage to sign his or her name.

Laura daCosta '75

TO THE EDITOR:

A public forum was held in Crotty-Williams on the evening of February 28. The purpose of the forum was two-fold: 1) to demand the continuation of the services the Office of Community Affairs and its director Mrs. Thelma Waterman provide, and 2) to help bring "the college on the hill" and the New London community into a systematic mutually beneficial working relationship. Thanks to the Black Student Union, concerned students and townpeople, and President Shain whose responsiveness to, and care for the community was exhibited in this final decision and acknowledgement of his blunder, the first goal of the forum was attained.

However, the results of the forum's pursuit of the second goal points to TOTAL FAILURE. The blame for this failure rests squarely on the shoulders of the moderators of the discussion. The rudeness and antagonistic behavior displayed by Mr. Cornelius in particular was not only directly insulting to President Shain and Student Government President Jay Levin, but was alienating to a large section of the forum who came to support both purposes of that forum. The moderator acted irresponsibly and to the detriment of community-college relations. If we are really to make some progress in this area both parties must trust the other. Antagonism and bitchery are completely out of place. Now is the time for hard honest work - and it is a job for all of us.

To the Editor:

Art Ferrari's half-baked sociological analysis of the trend toward pornography in America today ("Reflecting on Deep Throat") was saved from being a profane work of art only by the porarating completely unoriginal material. His first mistake was in selecting a topic which means much ground at once, which, in turn, was only tolerable due to the organization of the ideas presented.

What I wish to condemn is Ferrari's support of the causes he feels are responsible for the demand for pornography in upper middle-class American society.

A willingness to publicly declare that one is a sexual creature does not find its normal or inevitable expression in pornography. The type of sexuality that is being proclaimed today has degenerated into precisely the kind of filth that the preceding generations supposed just plain sex to be.

This country has failed to make a mature transition between a Victorian pathological repression of normal human sexuality and hard core pornography. If pornography is the first phase of an intellectual, adult attitude toward sex, then America is going about their liberation the wrong way. People say they want to publishe the naturalness, the beauty, the sacred humaness of sex, but instead, they produce endless displays of perverted sexual molestations, chronicles of mutually adjusted sexual deviation, and downright cruel and inhuman exploitation.

It may be said that current pornography is a natural reaction for those who have been so warped by the past "norms" regulating sexual behavior they are simply incapable of a sensitive, responsible adjustment to more natural sexual expression. That may be true, but the middle-aged generation's sexual neuroses are not going to help the next generations to a healthier approach to sexuality if they are fed nothing but pornography.

Ferrari states that "the demand is there!" for pornography. If the demand is not due to this extremist reaction against the puritan ethic that I mentioned, then it is an artificial demand created by those responsible for the mass media communications. There is no tangible need for forms of expression such as "Last Tango in Paris." People are being brainwashed by the members of this decadent capitalist system that they feel they must fill the void in their lives by spending time, money and intelligence on things such as "Deep Throat.

Unfortunately, they are for the most part ignorant that it is the capitalist system that has determined the abuse of its workers and directed them toward the more baser pursuits. I say that Ferrari's excuses for the immature and depraved interpretation of sex in America today are poor excuses indeed. The bored bureaucrat should devote his energies toward either 1) fostering more healthier forms of sexual expression, or 2) artistic and intellectual creativity, or 3) the furthering of revolution in a society that is, contrary to Ferrari's opinion, very definitely "falling apart.

Sincerely,

Nina M. George ('76)
No Place To Be Somebody premieres

Tonight, Thursday, March 8, the Afro-Am Society and the College Theater Group will sponsor Charles Gordone's 1970 Pulitzer Prize play, "No Place To Be Somebody". The play, presented at Palmer Aud. at 8:00 p.m., will be performed by members of the original Broadway cast. Call the Palmer Box Office today between 9:00 and 4:00 to reserve tickets, or stop in at Crofoot between 11:30 and 1:00. Tickets are $3.00, $2.50 and $2.00, and there is a student discount.

The Afro-Am Society has worked very hard to bring this production to Conn. A play with a Broadway cast is an impressive presentation on a college campus. It should be well worth seeing. So, buy a ticket today.
Campus column

In an interview last Friday with Mr. Cibes of the government department, he expressed his thoughts about the Wednesday night meeting of the fate of the Office of Community Affairs. He also spoke of the consequences that any decision would have on the college's Urban Studies Program. At the meeting itself, Mr. Cibes had spoken on behalf of the college to maintain a political forum. He has organized a series of seminars on crime and the law which brought police, lawyers, and government officials to the campus. Besides these group-oriented programs, he has helped individual Urban Studies majors to design questionnaires for use in the United States. He believes that any decision would have in the future, Day and Graduate Students should be assigned to the Student Government officers. It was decided that the meeting adjourned at 4:55 p.m.

Ramsification of RAM

Campus column

By Cynthia Zahorui

Detect a new political fervor on campus perhaps somewhat reminiscent of the mood of the political excitement of the sixties in the United States? Or, as organizers of RAM wish to point out, the only political emulation on campus? If you've been reading the posters that have been placed around, you've surely come across the slogan, "STRIKE OUT AT INDIFFERENCES." This is a small but important fraction of an indication of what RAM, the Radical Alternatives Movement, hopes to accomplish as it pushes forward the realms of MARS Hall.

Sounds almost like a football team, doesn't it? RAM . . . Don't let that detract you. About as closely, as RAM resembles a football team is in its quick decisive actions and well-planned out strategy. RAM is not game in violence. Rather it is an attempt to put Connecticut College back into the political mainstream by reinjecting a political consciousness and by educating CC students, but more than anything else, they want to be constructive. As Jason Frank commented, "There is more to the Vietnam than the Vietnam war."

Included in their policies is an attempt to present an alternative to the existing proposed budget. Also, they wish to further radicalism and change the current academic climate. Several students have already shown their interest in the beliefs that RAM holds. RAM exists to present the college's Urban Studies Program. She has accepted the directive sent to it from the Council concerning the disbanding of the RAM's Urban Studies Program. This new Student Government officers were introduced to the Council. These officers are Laurie Lesser, President; Michael Lederman, Secretary, Board Chairman, and Richie Lichtenstein, Vice President who was unable to attend.

Richard Kirkpatrick was present to answer questions that lecture series be sponsored. These lectures would be given by members of the Connecticut College Faculty. It was suggested that Richard form an organization and present a charter to the Council for approval as a student organization.

A letter was read from the Literary Magazine requesting additional funds for the publication of the Spring issue of the literary magazine. It was decided to wait and allot extra funds to the magazine. It was suggested that the magazine be advertised in the PUNDIT and that the club try to sell their ad by work in the future.

The meeting adjourned at 4:55 p.m.

Ruth Antell
Secretary
This is to publicly state to the students of Connecticut College my resignation as Editor-in-Chief of PUNDIT, effective March 1, 1973. It has been both my pleasure and disillusionment to serve as a Students Officer since December last, with neither attribute held in ascendency; I am uncertain, on the whole, of how to account the last ten weeks; without doubt, they have been an educational experience.

My reasons for shucking this burden of twenty to forty hours work each week can be adequately summed in one ugly word: censorship.

Oh! not the kind of blatant repression where the government locks the doors of the printers or picks up the pen in his stead but rather the clandestine and champerous activities of an invidious, conscious elite and its infringement of what is normatively termed "an enlightened citizenship." This cabal, for the most part, is comfortably ensconced in Fanning Hall and jealous of any escapable change which it cannot envelop or emsculate. Its cadres encompass many diverse elements within the immediate community; it is neither within my purpose nor within my ability to define its membership or delineate its considerable powers.

"A free government can be expected only when it has the confidence of its citizens. The free press is the most effective device known to sustain that confidence."

These are noble words built on an ideal assumption: that the government is worthy of confidence and that the press commands enough power to objectively criticize the activities of government. Unfortunately for Connecticut College in 1973 is that neither premise of this noble syllogism contain enough truth to merit the noble words; there is no enlightened citizenry.

What we have, if I may slip into sarcasm, are not open and intelligent freedom of which a college's ivory towers are thought to be the last citadel, but instead a rather remarkable image of society on a Lilliputian scale.

The problems began toward the end of the first term when it became apparent that I was the Editor-designate, and a challenge to the delegation of power within PUNDIT was initiated.

It was claimed that the Editor had too much authority and that this was anti-democratic and incidentally, since I was to become the new Editor, not in the best interests of the student body. This arrangement was in the best interests of the student body for thirty-five years, or why the democratic structure of other clubs or classes was not examined is a rhetorical question.

At the start of this semester PUNDIT was called before College Council a third time in virtually as many school weeks, and in effect, told to disclose its format, printing schedule, and number of pages per issue - all under the guise of potential violation of constitutional and inappropriate earmarking of funds.

"With so fine a record, could I not expect my academic history or my social and personal affairs to be brought to public attention, and then used as fuel to further impune the activities of the paper?" By this time it was already difficult for me to say anything as a private student without its being confused as newspaper position and vice versa.

I leave with some good cheer, though, I have the self-satisfaction of knowing that in five issues I have advanced the paper some five years, that projects and trends that I personally fought to initiate will carry on without my darkened banner in the lead, and that I have at least made a little more difficult for the paper to slip so far back into the self-serving, rigid, milk-toast style which predominated to many years of its operation.

My thoughts about the personnel currently making up the Editorial Board are somewhat less lucid at this time so close to detachment. Many of the members are simply too conservative, and I told them and others just that. Some are excellent or promising in their field, but far too parochial in concern for the general nature of the paper. I never hid that feeling, either. A couple or more are just plain ambitious, and that never had to be premeditated because it was obvious.

Any leader that is too far out of step with his constituency — in this case (ideologically left and innovative) — will not long survive. My only regrets and apologies to the student community are that I acquiesced to a gradual change in PUNDIT rather than insisting on a fresh, thoroughly creative start; that I was not more lucid at this time so close to assumption that this exercise was self-serving, and, of course, "Good Riddance!" I am very sorry that I could not wade through the politics, chauvinism, personality conflicts, and illusionary panic to finish the task I began.

I wish PUNDIT the best of luck and my only caution to its guardians is to keep a steadid watch against censorship.

Thomas Jefferson said, "Were I left to me to decide whether we should have government, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter." And to those multi-headed monsters of my paranoia, I promise you further battle as I look for a rock weighty enough to crush you, yet within my modest powers to lift.
graphic by ellen broderick
by Andi Schecter

A woman in the state of Connecticut faces an amazing amount of legal and illegal discrimination due to her sex. In employment, public housing and financing, women are met by a great deal of resistance to their attempts to do jobs which discriminate against them.

One of the research which I did for the Connecticut Civil Liberties Union this past summer, and which revealed that some discrimination is directly contradictory to federal law, is a study of the state General Assembly and a lack of lobbying for women's rights may have had a great deal to do with the situation. For example, the 1972 General Assembly voted not to ratify the proposed Equal Rights Amendment, becoming the second state to do so. (To date, 23 states have voted to ratify, 5 against.) Of the 18 female state representatives and 82 male representatives, 10 voted against ratification.

This attitude is also seen in attempts to reduce discrimination in public accommodations. The present law forbids racial discrimination in public accommodations but does not forbid discrimination due to sex, New York, New Jersey and Massachusetts, for women, and all voted to include sex as a category of forbidden discrimination in their public accommodation statutes. As an example of legislative attitudes, last year's General Assembly continued to bar women from membership in the all-male Hawaiian Room at the Capitol. Male senators and representatives continued to use the premises, and women in the legislature did not seem anxious to fight the discrimination.

A major source of dissension in the state which the CCLU considered was the employment practices of medical facilities who perform abortions, and gynecologists whose practice is concerned primarily with issues of birth control and the prevention of pregnancy, regardless of medical necessity. The information which they have available to women is difficult to obtain and the price goes up. A Harvard medical school doctor belittled the pill's hazards with specious reasoning to keep patients from coming to him. The EEOC's refusal to alter school employment practices concerning women who will die in 1970 from the blood clotting caused by the pill has been estimated that one-fifteenth of the estimated death rate due to breast cancer might not die if the pill were not available.

The major women's rights issues facing the state are in various stages at this point. According to at least one advocate of the E.R.A., William Olds, Executive Director of the W.W.W.l., there is a good chance that the amendment will be ratified in the state this time. Ratification by a total of 38 states is needed, and in a few years, giving the state two years to alter their laws to agree with the E.R.A. will help. With many of the other states in Connecticut - protective labor laws, unequal prison sentences handed out because of sex differences, and the retirement laws, (the state retirement act is strongly discriminatory against men, requiring longer years of service to be eligible for the same benefits as the female state employees), and a number of other important issues, credit, which is difficult for many women, especially divorced and widowed women, to obtain, maternal leave and abortion leave for employees, fairness in alimony, child support and custody and military service. As the retirement act is not now in existence, the issue is not "women will be drafted?" but "is the right of women to be accepted as volunteers in the armed forces under the same requirements as men?" The E.R.A. has support from state groups including the CCLU, Common Cause, Connecticut Citizens' Action Group, the UAW, Connecticut Women's Political Caucus and, of course, N.O.W.
Control Innovations

one place where endometrial aspiration is now offered. Dr. Edward Stinnun,...

(Continued on Page 14)

Women and Madness

By Susan Sanderson

To quote Dr. Chesler: "The ethic of mental health is matriarchal, both in our culture." Consequently to be female is to automatically violate this ethic and exist at a predetermined psychological disadvantage. Not only are women measured against a male standard of mental health but they are expected to function and function with perfection, one must not forget that, in a patriarchal society that forces...
Women’s History Taught

By Diane Pike

In keeping with the fascinating and long overdue interest in women’s rights now popularizing many circles of American society, Connecticut College offered for the first time this semester, a course in women’s history. Women in Industrial Europe, is being taught by Ms. Ross and Ms. Thomases. The course deals with changes in women and their roles since 1789. Despite the title, the course also covers some aspects of American women’s history.

The format of the course is interesting and new. Due to the nature of the subject, there is no textbook available, so the reading list includes many primary sources and articles. The readings include The Female Eunuch by Germaine Greer, A Vindication of the Rights of Woman, written in the late 1700’s by Mary Wollstonecraft, On the Subjection of Women by John Stuart Mill, and Women Under Socialism by August Rebel which was published in 1883.

Ms. Ross and Ms. Thomases are both feminists and feel that the course offers another way of viewing oneself and one’s concept of women in society. There is new, interesting, and serious work being done in the field of women’s history, which both instructors feel is important.

Out of the class of thirty students, three are male. In addition to the readings and discussions, the students will be doing group projects. This technique illustrates the fact that class work can be done in ways other than the traditional, individual, competitive manner.

In general, the students are pleased with the course. As one student put it, for her the course offers “aspects of feminism I hadn’t considered before.” Hopefully, this trend will continue, and Connecticut College will see more courses like this one.

Liberation Crossword

By Joelle Desloovere and Amy Zehnder

Across

1. Author of On the Subjection of Women
2. Erikson’s theory of inner —
3. Elizabeth Cady —
4. The test of a true princess
5. “I’m too —
6. Tenth President of the United States
7. It’s — story.”
8. Spread
9. Soup (sp.)
10. Baby, it’s —
11. Feminist author of A Vindication of the Rights of Women
12. Direction
13. Exclusive men’s club
14. Symbol for Tellurium
15. Association
16. Ye — shoppe
17. Answer requested (abb.)
18. “You’re so —”
19. Prominent feminist
20. Diminish
21. Diminish
22. Kind of mate
23. Baby, it’s —
24. Spread
25. Sausage
26. Lissome
27. Answer requested (abb.)
28. Musical note
29. Direction
30. Wave
31. Name for Tellurium
32. Ye — shoppe
33. Kind of mate
34. Level
35. Bright
36. Kind of paint
37. Child development (abb.)
38. Sex appeal (abb.)
39. Sex appeal (abb.)
40. Sex appeal (abb.)
41. Sex appeal (abb.)
42. Sex appeal (abb.)
43. Sex appeal (abb.)
44. Sex appeal (abb.)
45. Sex appeal (abb.)
46. Sex appeal (abb.)
47. Sex appeal (abb.)
48. Sex appeal (abb.)
49. Sex appeal (abb.)
50. Sex appeal (abb.)
51. Sex appeal (abb.)
52. Sex appeal (abb.)
53. Sex appeal (abb.)
54. Sex appeal (abb.)
55. Sex appeal (abb.)
56. Sex appeal (abb.)
57. Sex appeal (abb.)
58. Sex appeal (abb.)
59. Sex appeal (abb.)
60. Sex appeal (abb.)
61. Sex appeal (abb.)
62. Sex appeal (abb.)
63. Sex appeal (abb.)
64. Sex appeal (abb.)
65. Sex appeal (abb.)
66. Sex appeal (abb.)
67. Sex appeal (abb.)
68. Sex appeal (abb.)
69. Sex appeal (abb.)
70. Sex appeal (abb.)
71. Sex appeal (abb.)
72. Sex appeal (abb.)
73. Sex appeal (abb.)
74. Sex appeal (abb.)
75. Sex appeal (abb.)
76. Sex appeal (abb.)
77. Sex appeal (abb.)
78. Sex appeal (abb.)
79. Sex appeal (abb.)
80. Sex appeal (abb.)
81. Sex appeal (abb.)
82. Sex appeal (abb.)
83. Sex appeal (abb.)
84. Sex appeal (abb.)
85. Sex appeal (abb.)
86. Sex appeal (abb.)
87. Sex appeal (abb.)
88. Sex appeal (abb.)
89. Sex appeal (abb.)
90. Sex appeal (abb.)
91. Sex appeal (abb.)
92. Sex appeal (abb.)
93. Sex appeal (abb.)
94. Sex appeal (abb.)
95. Sex appeal (abb.)
96. Sex appeal (abb.)
97. Sex appeal (abb.)
98. Sex appeal (abb.)
99. Sex appeal (abb.)
100. Sex appeal (abb.)

Down

1. Southern Mrs.
2. Wife of the former prime minister of Israel, 1963-1969
3. Order to a secretary
4. To continue, and Connecticut College
5. Erikson’s theory of inner —
6. Name for Tellurium
7. Ye — shoppe
8. Name for Tellurium
9. Ye — shoppe
10. Ye — shoppe
11. Ye — shoppe
12. Ye — shoppe
13. Ye — shoppe
14. Ye — shoppe
15. Ye — shoppe
16. Ye — shoppe
17. Ye — shoppe
18. Ye — shoppe
19. Ye — shoppe
20. Ye — shoppe
21. Ye — shoppe
22. Ye — shoppe
23. Ye — shoppe
24. Ye — shoppe
25. Ye — shoppe
26. Ye — shoppe
27. Ye — shoppe
28. Ye — shoppe
29. Ye — shoppe
30. Ye — shoppe
31. Ye — shoppe
32. Ye — shoppe
33. Ye — shoppe
34. Ye — shoppe
35. Ye — shoppe
36. Ye — shoppe
37. Ye — shoppe
38. Ye — shoppe
39. Ye — shoppe
40. Ye — shoppe
41. Ye — shoppe
42. Ye — shoppe
43. Ye — shoppe
44. Ye — shoppe
45. Ye — shoppe
46. Ye — shoppe
47. Ye — shoppe
48. Ye — shoppe
49. Ye — shoppe
50. Ye — shoppe
51. Ye — shoppe
52. Ye — shoppe
53. Ye — shoppe
54. Ye — shoppe
55. Ye — shoppe
56. Ye — shoppe
57. Ye — shoppe
58. Ye — shoppe
59. Ye — shoppe
60. Ye — shoppe
61. Ye — shoppe
62. Ye — shoppe
63. Ye — shoppe
64. Ye — shoppe
65. Ye — shoppe
66. Ye — shoppe
67. Ye — shoppe
68. Ye — shoppe
69. Ye — shoppe
70. Ye — shoppe
71. Ye — shoppe
72. Ye — shoppe
73. Ye — shoppe
74. Ye — shoppe
75. Ye — shoppe
76. Ye — shoppe
77. Ye — shoppe
78. Ye — shoppe
79. Ye — shoppe
80. Ye — shoppe
81. Ye — shoppe
82. Ye — shoppe
83. Ye — shoppe
84. Ye — shoppe
85. Ye — shoppe
86. Ye — shoppe
87. Ye — shoppe
88. Ye — shoppe
89. Ye — shoppe
90. Ye — shoppe
91. Ye — shoppe
92. Ye — shoppe
93. Ye — shoppe
94. Ye — shoppe
95. Ye — shoppe
96. Ye — shoppe
97. Ye — shoppe
98. Ye — shoppe
99. Ye — shoppe
100. Ye — shoppe

Mrs. Levi Eshkol
wife of the former prime minister of Israel, 1963-1969
will speak on campus March 29
Time and place to be announced.
The Connecticut Department of Transportation developed a Master Traffic Plan recommending suggested and alternate by-pass routes in New London and Waterford in order to avoid traffic congestion and delays resulting from roadway construction.

This plan also includes redevelopment construction activities presently being undertaken in the Central Business District.

It is the Department’s intent to direct motorists destined to points north and south on Interstate Route 95 to more suitable access points. At the present time, construction activities in the Hodges Square area have and will continue to produce traffic congestion and delays. The implementation of the Williams Street detour will also add to congestion and delays, particularly during the peak hours.

With the reassignment of I-95 traffic from the Hodges Square interchange to other immediate access points such as Briggs Street, Vauxhall Street and the Route 85 interchange, it should improve overall traffic conditions in the Hodges Square area, especially for local and cross-town trips. However, suggested and alternate by-pass routes including a hospital route are also available to circumvent possible local congestion and delays along Route 32 (Williams Street), the primary north-south route. Various signs and pavement markings will be installed to guide motorists along these routes.

The Department of Transportation is coordinating its activities with city officials, the Southeastern Chamber of Commerce and all concerned parties.
Campus column

By Bill Levin

At the present time, with the financial position of Connecticut College appearing to be somewhat precarious, it is critical for the students to form a careful examination of the "bell system" presently in use in the communications network of the college.

To begin with, the importance of an effective, practical, and relatively cheap communication network cannot be cost estimated. The function and significance (as commonly held) of communication in the modern world do not have to be elaborated or explained. Connecticut College, as in the case of any flourishing community, definitely needs communication to thrive. Yet our present system of communication (by telephone) does not seem to be particularly effective, nor is it inexpensive.

Each of the twenty-one dorms on campus (with the possible exception of the co-operative housing halls) is students monitoring its bells for six hours each Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, during the weeks when school is in session. The students are paid $1.25 per hour — usually in three-hour shifts — and earn this by answering calls while doing their homework, talking with friends, possibly playing ping-pong or listening to music, and possibly answering several phone calls. This is the average night, not the busy one.

As one of the students thus earning upwards of $22 each month, I should be the last to complain of the high cost of being a student. Even though the school needs all the funds that it can get for more important things, like keeping the student-faculty ratio at a constant low number! But by commenting on the large amount of money spent for this system (hours X pay per hour X number of dorms), it becomes clear that the school is spending $700 each weekend to pay for our telephone system, and if school is in session for a minimum of twenty-five weeks each year, then the amazing sum of almost $18,000 is being spent, without even accounting for any repair bills or the cost of the outside line to each dorm. Is this cheap?

Despite this high cost, there is much evidence to confirm the ineffectiveness of the system. With the exception of the eighteen hours each week which are adequately covering phone calls, the remaining 150 hours in the week are allegedly manned by students in their respective dorms, under the guidance of the house residence chairman. But is it his responsibility to ensure that the students in his (her?) dorm answer the bells one hour or possibly more each week.

Even so, the telephone is generally unheard from the wee hours of the night until the first students begin to wake. Unfortunately, in many dorms, it is impossible to contact anyone at that dorm at any hour, unless the occupant happens to be walking by the phone when it rings. This fact is caused by a lack of personnel answering the phones, and possibly answering several phone calls. This is the average night, not the busy one.

Many individuals have chosen not to "serve" at the bell desk ever, and they hope that some "sucker" will do his bells and phone calls for him, and pay the tab. Even if a few students continue to do bell duty, those select few cannot possibly receive any calls or messages during the times when others are not doing bells.

It is my opinion that students who do not do their bell duty must suffer the consequences, it is obviously not right that those students who do their bells must also suffer from the neglect of the other people. There must be an answer. At present, many important phone calls are never received, because no one answered the phone. Many important calls are received too late to be of any use, and when this happens to you, you realize the importance of an effective communication network.

Many important messages for people who are not in their rooms are not received by these individuals, since they are never written down. The person answering the phone does not usually bother trying to localize a pencil, since he is not on bell duty, and it's not his responsibility. Most Conn. students know the frustration of trying to reach a friend or relative and never answering the phone, or reaching them, as the phone just kept ringing or the message was hung up. The system must be done about the presently inefficient system.

In conclusion, substitutions and alternative communication systems present themselves to my mind, but it is not possible to disclose these at this time, if the feasibility and cost of such solutions is something which I plan to investigate. If people are interested, these plans could be investigated and described.

The main point is that the present bell system does not seem to be the best possible way, not the cheapest, nor the most reliable. Each dorm should have one person who care to try to find a feasible and cost-effective bell system, and let the rest of us sufferers know about it. The effort will be worth the reward, and track of recent expenditure will be eliminated.

For Sale: Standard receiver 15w and 15w rms, AM and FM stereo-lyser old cost $200, asking $75. John Fox recorder-sound with sand-ink built-in and speakers-heavy-$425 Contact George Thomas, Box 1373, JA.

Women's rights

(Continued from Page 8)

I am grateful to the CCLU for providing most of the above information. Those interested in Women's rights are urged to keep up with the flow of information on women's rights issues, and to keep in contact with the women's rights movement. Student membership is $5. The current citizens' lobby of the CCLU urges citizen participation in all areas of civil liberties, and of concern to supporters of women's rights, and it is good to know that there is a movement behind the movement to keep things moving on women's rights and other civil liberties issues. Another good source of information on women's rights is the recently created Connecticut Women's Newsletter. Women's Legislative Review which costs $4 per issue and is located at Box 75, Middletown, 06457. The legislature is facing many issues of concern to supporters of women's rights, and it is good to know that there is a movement behind the movement to keep things moving on women's rights and other civil liberties issues. Another good source of information on women's rights is the recently created Connecticut Women's Newsletter. Women's Legislative Review which costs $4 per issue and is located at Box 75, Middletown, 06457.
Community Affairs

By Carol Bowman

For all those who were interested, an informal slide presentation and talk on the plans for the new library were given by President Shain last Monday afternoon. Also present but not formally speaking were Mrs. McKenzie, Head Librarian; Mr. John Detmold, Director of Development; and Mr. Leroy Knight, Treasurer. Briefly President Shain summarized the past developments of the Library. Beginning

back in 1968 the first stage of that of studying the needs of Connecticut College as projected as far as the year 2000. In 1979 Kilham, Beder and Chu were selected designers and in the fall of that very same year they presented the trustees with a detailed study from which three choices could be made. The alternatives were to expand Palmer, to connect Palmer with an additional building or to build a completely new Library, of which the latter was chosen. It was felt by the trustees that all the advantages lay with this choice. In any case as the plans stand now, Palmer will be converted into a place of other college use. The sketches of the new library were on display last semester in the library as well as a detailed copy of the plans in closed reserve. As President Shain explained the various slides it became very apparent that the new library would resemble the new Cummings Art Center in style. "Modern concepts of modular structure have influenced the designing of this new library," commented President Shain. During a question period, it was explained that there would be enough seating for about 550 people between four floors. In the same odd $5,000 square feet it is projected that there will be enough room for the collection and storing of 500,000 books. However it will remain flexible enough if the emphasis in the future is on non-book material.

Presently the plans call for a building of three seminar rooms in the new library, two of which are already named. Both will be memorials in honor of past faculty, Miss Dilly and Mr. Haines. The name of the third room is yet to be selected. An interesting feature to the students at Conn is the plans for an All Night Study Room which will be situated on the lowest level.

Community Affairs

Summer Session offers bevy of courses

By Diane Pike

The already eagerly sought summer months will mark the third year of the Connecticut College Summer Session. The upcoming programs, open to all students and citizens, offers an expanded program of courses ranging from meteorology to drugs to a history course in Chinese revolution and civilization. A complete brochure will be available after spring break.

The summer school runs for six weeks beginning June 25, to coincide with the dance program. Most of the courses are held twice each week in the evening. A few art courses are held during the day, but conducting classes at night allows people to work daytime jobs. Many of the courses are taught by Connecticut College faculty although professors from the Coast Guard Academy and UCONN at Avery Point contribute to the program.

The courses are basically summer versions of regular courses and equivalent credits are usually offered. Recently, the twelve credit concerning summer school credits which count towards the degree has been revoked. Individualized programs are also considered for approval by the end of the sophomore year. In addition to the credit courses offered, several non-credit courses such as speed reading will be offered at a reduced rate.

Each course requires a six student limit in order to be given. The courses cost $390.00 each and the full summer work load is two courses. The available room and board will be open only to those students who carry two courses and room and board will be $270.00.

A great deal of care has been taken in planning the 1973 Summer Session. The staff has worked to avoid overlapping courses and to offer different level courses. Although the fee is relatively high and no financial aid is offered, the summer session is "self-sustaining" and intended to be "a service to the wide community." The program is an impressive one and offers an excellent range of courses to those able to take advantage of the session.

Summer Session

offers bevy of courses

By Diane Pike

It was a typical grey New London day when Connecticut College became Lollipop Land. It was like Christmas, only better because it was a surprise. Imagine the joy of being greeted on the way to a class that you really didn’t want to get out of bed for by hundreds of lollipops. Green ones, red ones, purple ones, orange and yellow ones too. It was like something out of a fairy tale.

It wasn’t Tinkerbell, or the Good Witch of the West or even Gandalf of Rivendell, but the Recreation Committee, who performed the magic. In the dead of night Conn’s very own elves planted 1860 lollipop seeds and by morning they’d all come up. (I’m wondering if they’re annuals or perennials?) At classes throughout the day, serious students with weary faces sat in class with funny white sticks coming out of their mouths. The crinkling of lollipop wrappers resonated in the halls. By lunch photo by draper

only Larrabee green remained covered but here and there behind Branford and in front of Bill Hall a brave lone lollipop stood firmly in the muddy graveyard. Dear Elves, thank you for filling a gloomy day with magic and sunshine.
Female b-ballers end season with fast pace

By Les Revillock

The last games of the women's basketball season were three of the most exciting, fast-paced and intense contests that Conn women's basketball had ever seen. Conn's girls were tenacious, determined, and in the end, they emerged victorious.

Judging from their previous 81-75 victory over Mohawk Community College, Conn's girls weren't too worried about the game. However, even the threat of two fantastic Mohogan players didn't phase them out, as Conn won without a sweat. Conn's girls were more than ready for the challenge.

Eastern Conn. State College returned Monday night for a game which Conn had been psched to win. Conn had been defeated by this team earlier in the season and this was the chance to square the score. The game was fast moving although the scoring was low. Conn was ahead by three at the quarter. Working the fast break during the second quarter, they stretched the lead to 6 points at the half. The defense was working together much better than in the first game against Eastern. The third quarter saw very even playing with Conn maintaining the lead. But unfortunately the lead did last and in the 4th quarter the defense broke down some and the score seesawed back and forth. The team was shooting well from the floor, but foul shot percentage was down to about 20 percent.

There was also a mix-up in strategy as to who should be playing the game. Conn started the game with a 44-41 winning streak in the last 20 seconds of the game.

Mitchell College and Conn have always had a riveting go against each other and so the stage was set for the last game of the year. The final college game for two members of the squad and everyone was up for a duel to the death. Conn led the first three quarters of a rough, battering game. Two of Mitchell's girls and one of Conn's fouled out. There others had 4 fouls and everyone else had at least one. Shades of the Eastern game, Conn was up to an exhilarating game. Chickie Ferris was tackled from behind in the 3rd quarter, when the Saves began to whirl through the net as Owen Prague Sauer's outside shots finally were converted for 8 points, while holding Mitchell to zero and Conn got the contested shots to the point of parade for an overall record of 17 and 7 won-lost.
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Splash in the pond

By STUART MEYERS

The crew team works hard, right? Right. They've been training for countless hours and sitting on their bodies, right? Right. Most anyone can see that they are baggy and tired at the complex for a 6-17 p.m. lift over dinner, right? Right. Vacation's here, providing a respite and Ben Gay, and you'd never expect the team to voluntarily take a spring break on their training trip over some relaxation and fun, right? Wrong.

Those pious words of punishment and perfection, the Conn College Crew Team, are going to pack up their new uniforms and sectional shell into some automobiles and drive on down for some racing and training sessions in Florida. Crew members will be hosed off at Rollins College in Winter Park, right outside Orlando, and there will be many teams to arrange races with; Rollins, the Coast Guard, Marietta, Jacksonville (among others).

Although the weather is getting better here, its forecast will be many teams to arrange racing and training trip over some relaxation and fun, right? Wrong. The Conn girls defeated an experienced badminton tandem, Kumekawa, completing a sweep in the Florida tournament. The schedule's due to the imminence.

Mr. Bart Guilson, crew coach, extraordinary, offered no divine predictions because the team's schedule's due to the imminent Panama Canal transit. The crew practice daily and the bus leaves Crozier-Williams at 3:30 p.m. You can ask them about their fun in the southern sun after vacation.

Conn birdsie soar

A Conn College badminton duo, Linda Havens and Janet Lawler, became the state intercollegiate champs March 31 in a tournament held at Mitchell College where over fifty college players participated. Their initial match was an experience badminton tandem, Kumekawa, completing a sweep in the Florida tournament. The schedule's due to the imminence.

Sporting about

Bowling

Final funeral rites will be held for the intradorm bowling tournament as the scores are collected and mourners are found. The victim could not be aroused from what turned out to be a final, fatality, coma. The body had been lying in state for well over a month but all efforts to breathe life into the thing were徒劳 and lifeless since the victim had too many strikes against him. Who would have thought that a year ago this season's high point to total in the club

Gymnastics

The gymnastics team has performed last Monday at New London High and yesterday at home and details will be forthcoming upon next publication.

by Stu Meyers

The thrills, spills, chills and frills of intramural basketball over the winter has given a lot of guys a chance at real tough in the first quarter and indeed they did not. Mr. Andrews was a close second honors with 27 pts. The big, and possibly only, game of the week was a fervent effort heightened by Dave Chafe's 11 for Harkness and Tony Carr's 12 pts. for Larabee. The Fortified Five of Marshall became the Terrible Three against Larabee I and so forfeit resulted. Marshall holds the league record of two forfeits in only six games.

Thursday started with a little family spat involving controversial favorite son, J.A. II against tread upon J.A.I. Number one son offered a three point first quarter resistance but favorite son was sympathetic with a six point quarter, until pitty time was soon over with a J.A. II win of 55-33. Tucker Hewes tickled the twine for 20 pts. and Andy Karcher put in 13 for J.A.I while John Gold offered 11 pts. for J.A.I's sacrifice.

Thursday's second game had Burdick I playing their third game of the week, but with their team full for the first time, against K.B. Knowing the "Phenom" there was to be no rest in the first quarter and was even with Burdick until the Mr. G. to Little D fast break too over. It was as devastating as high quality games with the rebound, pass to Don Formey, layup by Don. If the water was blocked up, then there was the virtuosity and versatility of Wayne Gibbons who hit from everywhere. Bruce Faulkner led the valiant K.B. effort with 11 pts. while Don scored 18 and Mr. G burned in 19 pts., in a little more than a half, for Burdick's 66-36 win.

Friday afternoon basketball is going the way of the 3 cents cigar and the 2" Complex steak, I'm sorry to say—defunct. It was too hard to gather enough personnel and clear enough gym time but what a way it went. Unfounded South leasers, Park faced a stern threat from the Hamilton Hoopers who were eyeing the tip stop and desperately wanted the win to usher in a four way tie for the lead. Park was more than equal to the task as they probably played their best game of the season in the 54-51 win. The Hoopers led throughout the first half but the going was really tough as the lead was only one point, 26-25. In a game of such magnitude, Hamilton could not hope to win with a nine point forth quarter and indeed they did not. Rob Shiffirn and Mark Kestigan hit almost every open outside shot to score 20 and 13 pts. respectively and John Phillips helped immensely with rebounding as was hitting 10 pts. The Hoopers were led in scoring by Peter Johnson's 16 pts. and Paul Lantz's 14. It was a good high quality game.

(highlight Picture is still cloudy but big games in the horizon are: March 26-Burdick I vs. Larabee I at 4:45, March 25-Harkness v. J.A. II 10 p.m. and watch for March 30 as an in-
Captain Cathy captures gold

By Joan Craffey

The Eastern Championship Collegiate Swim Meet at West Chester State College, West Chester, Pennsylvania proved the outstanding abilities of the Connecticut College Swim Team — particularly of team captain, Cathy Menges. In the thrilling 50 backstroke event, Cathy Menges swam through the water to capture the only victory laurel for Connecticut College. Although she qualified fifth in the preliminaries, Cathy triumphed in the finals. With sensationally long reach, Cathy propelled herself in 30.8 seconds to gather the first place gold. The swim team congratulates Cathy for this incredible success.

Cathy also gathered points placing fourth in the 100 backstroke 1:09.2 and ninth in the 200 individual Medley 2:30.6. Both races were her best this season.

Another star performer for the team was Laura Schriesheim. Laura swam her favorite breaststroke and individual Medley events recording her best times this season. In the freestyle events, Laura fought strong competition to gain sixth place in the 50 breaststroke 34.5 and twelfth in the 100 breaststroke 1:17.5. She also swam brilliantly in the 100 Individual Medley 1:08.2 placing seventh.

Cathy Platen and Joan Craffey performed well for Conn 100. Cathy swam fast races in the 100 breaststroke 1:12.0 and the 50 breaststroke 37.0. Joan recorded her best times in the 100 breaststroke 1:10.7, the 50 freestyle 27.9, and the 50 backstroke 22.7. Both Cathy and Joan sprinted will, but failed to make the finals by mere tenths of a second.

With the closing ceremonies of a thrilling swimming competition, the four Connecticut College swimmers amassed 46 points to rank 4th out of 24 participating Collegiate teams of the Eastern States. The final standings were West Chester 222, Princeton 232, Clarion 217, Penn State 137, Bucknell 126, Western Pennsylvania State 113, University of Delaware 88, Radcliff 87, Montclair 87, Yale 81, Connecticut College 46, University of Vermont 26, University of Maryland 24, Lantham and Trenton State 20, University of Mass., 16, Ursinus, 15,

The swim team thanks our coach, Toni Wagner for her dedication and effort that made this trip and season possible. Without a doubt, our next season will be a sensational swimming success.

Livingston
Taylor
and friends
at Conn College
April 15
8:30 pm
Reserved seat tickets available starting Tues. March 27

disregard notes for March 8 election
Student Design major
general Education
'74 representative to Academic Policy
Comm
elections postponed until Thursday
March 29

FINISH YOUR DEGREE IN BRADFORD / London.

Major in Urban Studies beginning in your Junior year. Complete your bachelor's in only one year including study in London with trips to the Continent.

Apply now for June '73 - August '74 program. Limited enrollment - Coeducational.

Write: Urban Studies Admission, Bradford College, Bradford, Mass. 01830 (near Boston)

REGAL NOTES

UNDERSTAND PLAYS, NOVELS AND POEMS FASTER WITH OUR NOTES

We're new and we're the biggest! Thousands of topics reviewed for quicker understanding. Our subjects include not only English, but Anthropology, Art, Black Studies, Ecology, Economics, Education, History, Law, Music, Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology, Religion, Science, Sociology and Urban Problems. Send $2 for your catalog of topics available.

REGAL NOTES
3160 "O" Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007
Telephone: 202-333-0201

BICYCLES

Peugeot, Gitane, Labone and many other quality brands.

LIFE-CYCLE
70 Hope Street, Niantic, Conn.
Call Anytime 739-2696